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"No matter what Blender
projects you have planned for
this year, at some point you
will need a variety of "Odds n'
Ends" to flesh it out. "

Sandra Gilbert
Manager/Editor
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When starting a project, wegenerally have an idea of where itis going to go. A super cool characterdoing some super cool thing in a supercool setting (or insert other super coolidea here). That's the plan.Unfortunately, plans get messed up fora variety of reasons. Time and skilllevels are the two most commonproblems that mess up our beautifulplan. Or maybe once started, we decidethat we really only want to focus ourenergy on the main character or object.All the added/extra super cool partswould take too long to model andtexture.
So now what? Well we could just call itgood at that point and render it out andshare it with our friends. Or we couldbrowse through the ever growingcollection of Add-ons and see what wecould quickly add to our scene orcharacter to take it up a notch.
Add-ons provide added functionality to

Blender and in this case can save quitea bit of modeling time. You will stillhave to texture, but that can be assimple or complex as you want it to be.
Blender comes preloaded with a varietyof useful Add-ons. For our purposes,the Add-ons listed under Add Curve,Add Mesh and Object in the UserPreferences>Add-ons dialog are theones we are looking for.
So what can we find in there?

IvyGen: will add generated ivy to a mesh
Object starting at the 3D cursor. This is a
great way to quickly add some plant life to
a scene.
Sapling: uses Curves to form a wide
variety of trees.

ANT Landscape: adds a terrain primitive
that can be adjusted to create an endless
array of landscapes for your scene or
character.
Bolt Factory: quickly add bolts and nuts.
This Add-on also provides a number of
options to change the look of the bolts
and nuts.
Extra Objects: adds a few more
interesting primitive Objects like wedges.
Now bundled under the same Add-on you
can also find:
3D Function Surfaces

Add Gear
Gemstones
Twisted Torus
Pipe Joints: adds various types of pipe
joints.
Regular Solids: this Add-on creates
adjustable meshes based on the 31
regular shapes as defined by
mathematicians of old.

Object:
Add Chain: adds a chain object with a
curve for quick creation.
Cloud Generator: lets you create
volumetric clouds in a variety of shapes.
Fracture Tools: breaks apart an Object,
great for bombs and explosions.
Grease Scatter Objects: allows you to
use the grease pencil to draw where you
would like groups of Objects to be
scattered around the scene. Think leaves
and debris.
Quite a lot can be accomplished with these
Add-ons and these are just the ones that
are included in Blender. There are many
more that are being written and released
in the community. The BlenderWiki has a
large list of Add-ons that are available to
play with.
So browse through the lists and keep an
eye out on the various forums for
announcements of cool new Add-ons.
They can save you a lot of modeling time,
allowing you to focus on the main part of
your project
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Izzy Speaks

http://wiki.blender.org/index.php/Extensions:2.6/Py/Scripts/Add_Mesh/Add_3d_Function_Surface
http://wiki.blender.org/index.php/Extensions:2.6/Py/Scripts/Add_Mesh/Add_Gear
http://wiki.blender.org/index.php/Extensions:2.6/Py/Scripts/Add_Mesh/Add_Gemstones
http://wiki.blender.org/index.php/Extensions:2.6/Py/Scripts/Add_Mesh/Add_Twisted_Torus
wiki.blender.org/index.php/Extensions:2.6/Py/Scripts


Step 1- At the first step, Iselected the default cube andwent to the texture panel tocreate a clouds texture (asshown in the picture). Irenamed it: 3D Rocks. Then, Ideselect the texture becausewe will use this texture forshaping the rocks and not for thecolor.The cloudtexture'ssettingsare 0.35for sizeand 3 fordepth.
Step 2- Iwent to the modifier context andadded a subdivision surface modifier.I increased the settings to 6 for bothrender and view. I did that becausewe need a lot of surface for a goodrock. Butneverforgetthat ifyouwant tocreate arealisticrock,

don't use the "smooth" button.
Step 3- Next I added a displacementmodifier and I choose the texturenamed “3D Rocks”. Later, I reducedthe strength to 0.2. You can see thatthe cube is like a rock now. You canchange the cloud texture settings andget different results. Also, you canplay with the direction settings in thedisplacement modifier and get a goodresult. But we will do this later.
Step 4and 5- Iswitchedto Editmode,selectedarandomvertexand Imoved it randomly. As in the picture, Idid this for every vertex. I did thisbecause the rocks won't be shapedlike aball.They willbeirregular.That iswhy Imovedtheverticesaround.
Step 6- Iwentback toObject

mode and I played with the directionsetting. Summary: direction setting +shapeless Object=good result for arock. Don't forget that you don't haveto change the direction setting fromnormal. Anyway, let's do somedifferent rocks !
Step 7- As in the picture, I duplicatedthe rocktwice. Ichangedtheirdisplacementsettingsand alsochangedtheir sizeby using "S". Finally, I achieved threedifferent rocks. You can follow whatI’m doing by the pictures!
Step 8-9 and 10- Now, we will add acolor texture for the rocks. I added anew texture and renamed it as ColorMap.Then,you canchooseImage orMovie. Ithenopenedtheimagemapping settings and increased the xand y number to 3. Don't forget thatyou may need to change the numberof x and y. If your object is too big,you must increase the number of x
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and y. Don’t beafraid to trysome differentsettings to getsome originalrocks.
The last thing toset up here isthe mappingsetting. I opened it and I changed flat to cube.I did this because the rock is a shapelessobject. We use flat for 2D objects and UVmappingtexture. We usecube for cubesand shapelessobjects, spheremapping for ballshaped objectsand tubes forcylindricalobjects. Try all ofthem and check the preview screen!
Step 11 and 12-Firstly, I went tothe materialsetting andrenamed it asRock Material.Then, I reducedthe specularintensity to 0.1. Ialso increasedthe hardness to150. If thematerial is notselected forother rocks,select them as

shown in the picture.
Step 13- Icreated a 4throck. Of course,you can createmore rocks foryour scene.Maybe one bigrock or a lot ofmedium rocks.This is the bestthing of 3D WORLD. You can do what youwant!
Step 14 and 15-I moved them asshown in thepicture and Irotated them bypressing "R"twice (to enabletrackballrotation). Then, Iduplicate therocks a lot oftimes andresized the newrocks to besmaller. I alsochanged their displacement settings(particularly the direction and strengthsettings). Look atthe pictures andcheck yoursettings!
Step 16 and 17-I added a newplane and Imoved it

opposite therocks (see thepicture). Thisplane will be ourbackground.When you sawthe render resultfirst, you mayhave thoughtthat you’ll learnhow to create a fire simulation. But sorry, thisis just a background image :) .
Step 18- I addeda new materialand I selectedthe shadelessoption because Idon’t want theplane to getanything fromthe lights whenwe add them.
Step 19-20 and21- I went to thetexture paneland added anew texture.Then, I chooseimage or movieand I added anew image. Youcan see theimage's link atthe end of thetutorial.
Step 22- Now, Iwill move theplane to another
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layer by "M" forcompositing.Actually, I can'twrite thecompositingsettings in thistutorial, but still,I am showingthis. Also, youcan see theplane's location exactly in this picture.
Step 23 and 24-To make sure allthe objects stayvisible, select thefirst layer, thenhold SHIFT andselect thesecond layer.
Step 25 and 26-I then renamed the render layers. One ofthem is MainLayer, and theother isBackgroundLayer. Also forcompositing, wehave to becareful with thelayer settings. Iwill explainquickly. In theMain RenderLayer, everylayer is selectedexcept thesecond layer.Specular is set toon.

In the Background Render Layer, the first andsecond layers are selected. You can select alllayers because all the objects are in the firstor second layer. The other layers are empty.That is why you don't have to select the otherlayer for both the Main and BackgroundRender Layer. The sky isn't selected for theBackground Render layer either. Anyway,ehm.... just look at the pictures, and try tomimic me. When you make your scene infuture, you will learn why you made all thesettings.
Step 27- Let's goto world settings! Just setenvironmentlighting to 0.005.Okay, it is notexciting, but it iseasy, yeah? Youcan guess whywe did this. For environment lighting :) !
Step 28 and 29-Now, we will addsome light. Thispart is reallyimportant for arealistic render.I added an arealamp and Imoved it like theplane. (you cansee it in thepicture). I alsochanged thecolor of light tomake it a littlered.

Step 30- I addeda new pointlamp and Imoved it to thecenter of theplane. I changedthe color of thepoint lamp to besimilar to thearea lamp. I alsoset shadows to ray shadow. So easy, sosimple.
Step 31-32 and33- I added anew camera andI moved it byCTRL+ALT+Numlock 0.Optionally, Imoved it behinda rock. Step 32 isfor compositingsetting. Itdoesn't matterbut still I canexplain: Iselected limitand then, Ichoose theplane as in thepicture. Thissetting is fordefocus, (depthof field). You cansee the FINALSCENE in the33rd picture.
Step 34- And theRender ! You can
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see that we are done ! Just press F12 and seeyour result ! In the render, the shadows aretoo black but they aren't full black. They arejust a little bit bright because of theenvironment lighting. The rocks are shapelessand have got more polygon. There are somelittle rocks in the scene. I also used GIMP forbrightness of background.

Conclusion: If you want to make really goodrocks, you have to use two differentsubdivision surfaces. The first subdivisionmodifier’s render and view are set to 6 andthe second modifier’s render and view settingare set to 2. Their order is important. Asshown in the picture place them in this order:

Subdivision Modifier 1, Subdivision Modifier 2and then Displacement Modifier.
If you have any question, post an e-mail tothis address: hakkirizakucuk@hotmail.com
The Texture Links:
Rock's :http://www.cgtextures.com/login.php?&texid=4462&destination=texview.php?id=4462&PHPSESSID=b4f8c0908166e724ae33e5a927a050eb
Exploding's:http://www.blendertr.com/viewtopic.php?f=30&t=2622



In this article I’ll describe myworkflow for texturing mymechanical creations. Usingboth Blender and GIMP, Iquickly create color, bump andspecular maps. Blender’stexture paint is used to startthe texturing. From here, I use GIMP’slayers and layer masks to quickly addmore detail and create the bump andspecular maps as well. The mesh I amworking with is my Retro RocketRacer, it has already been UV mappedand has a car paint material assignedto it that I downloaded from:http://matrep.parastudios.de. So let’sdive into it!
A Blank Canvas:
Initially, my screen layout looks likethis:

I have the 3D view, UV/Image editor,and the properties panels open. Thecurrent material is displayed and fromhere we can start working on thetextures.
First up, we will need a blank canvasto start painting on. Left-clicking onthe material’s diffuse color will bringup a color picker. Select “Hex” fromthe three buttons below the colorwheel. Now the color values for thematerial are displayed as one set ofletters and numbers (hexadecimalformat). Mouse over the value anduse [Ctrl+C] to copy it.
Now open GIMP and create a newimage. For this project I used animage that was 1024x1024 in size.Left-clicking on the foreground colorin GIMP opens a ‘Change ForegroundColor’ window. Move the mouse to the‘HTML notation’ field and use [Ctrl+V]to paste the color value. Now use theBucket Fill Tool to change the color ofthe image to match the color ofBlender’s material. Save the imagewith a meaningful name and in aformat blender can use (I use .pngformat). This is our blank canvas.
In Blender, with a material assigned tothe mesh, switch the Properties panelto Textures. If no textures have beencreated yet, the panel won’t containmuch information, that’s about tochange.

Left-clicking on the ‘New’ button willcreate a new texture slot and we willbe presented with a wealth of data.Right below the texture ID name willbe a ‘Type’ selection box and left-clicking on that box will allow you tochoose what type of texture we will beworking with. Choose ‘Image or Movie’from the pop-up menu. Scroll throughthe texture panel to the ‘Mapping’section to adjust a few settings.‘Coordinates’ needs to be set to ‘UV’(since the mesh has been UV-unwrapped) and upon doing so a new‘Layer’ field appears. Set that to‘UVTex’.
Scroll to the ‘Image’ panel, click on the‘Open’ button and select the newblank canvas image just saved fromGIMP to load the image. Select themesh in the 3D window and enter editmode. Use the [A-key] to select all thevertices. In the UV Image editor’sheader, left-click on the image iconand select the image that was justloaded into Blender. Now our mesh isset up to use the new image as a colormap.
In the 3D view, we have a few moresettings to be changed. In the 3Dview’s header. Switch ‘ViewportShading’ to ‘Textured’. In thetransforms panel [N-key] under‘Display’, set ‘Shading’ to ‘GLSL’.
(Note: for this to work, your model will
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have to be lit by lights. I usually place a few‘Point’ lamps around the object to light it fromall sides.)
We now have everything set up for Blender’stexture painting tools.
In the 3D view, you can now enter TexturePaint mode. Select the ‘Brush’ from the toolspanel, use the color wheel to select a colorclose to the one we will be painting over andturn the strength of the brush down quite abit. At this point you need to think about whatparts of your mesh will show signs ofdirt/scratches and start painting them on themesh. Rotate around the model, and paint theareas where you want to add dirt/scratches.This is my result after a few paint strokeswhere I want dirt/scratches:

From the UV/Image editor’s header selectImage>>Save Image to save our work so far.This will be the basis of the color map, so nowit’s time to move over to GIMP to refine it.
Into GIMP:
Once you’re in GIMP, load the color map just

saved in Blender. After that, use ‘File’ menu >>‘Open as Layers…’ to load in the UV Layoutfrom Blender.
Now we need one more texture in GIMP andthis one will depend upon the look we want.Should this look be dirt, scratches or rust? I’vedecided on rust, so in GIMP go to ‘File’ >>‘Open as Layers…’ and choose a rust imagethat’s the same size or bigger than the texturewe’re working on. Time to organize thismess…
Arrange the layers as follows: the UV Layoutshould be on top while the next layer shouldbe the color map saved from Blender aftertexture painting. The bottom layer should bethe image that has the look we are after, inthis case the rust image. Right clicking on thecolor map layer opens a menu where we canselect >> ‘Add Layer Mask’ to add a layermask. From the next pop-up prompt choose>>’White (full opacity)’. My layers in GIMP looklike this:

After creating the layer mask in GIMP, it isnow the active image that will be painted on.It can be a little confusing at first, as theactive image in GIMP is outlined in white andthe layer mask is white as well. Left clicking onthe color map will make it active, left clickingon the layer mask (to the right of the colormap) will make it the active image to bepainted. This layer mask on the color map ishiding the rust texture layer below it.
Layer masks in GIMP are grayscale imagesthat control the visibility of the layer below it.The darker the layer mask is, the moretransparent the layer mask is and the morevisible the layer below it will become.Likewise, the closer to white the layer mask is,the more invisible the layer below it will be.
Using the Paintbrush Tool, and using variousshades of grey colors, brushes (air brush stylebrushes work best here) and brush sizes,slowly work to reveal the rust texturefollowing the guidelines on the color mapfrom Blender’s texture paint. During thisprocess, keep changing the brush patternoften, (I have 8~10 grunge type brushes), toavoid a repeating pattern of the brush. TheSmudge Tool is very helpful during thisprocess as well by smudging away anyrepeating pattern created by the brushes.
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When the layer mask has been paintedenough to give a general idea of what areaswill be painted, switch over to work on thecolor map. On the color map, select the basecolor and paint over the guidelines painted inBlender to hidethem. Then goback to the layermask to finish itup. After a fewminutes work onthe layer mask, thisis my image (UVLayout shown forreference):
The UV Layout layer’s visibility can becontrolled by the ‘eye’ icon on that layer. theUV Layout layer’s opacity can also becontrolled via a slider at the top of the Layerswindow.
Save the image first in GIMP’s .xcf format, incase we wish to edit this image later. Nowdisable the layer that has the UV Layout on itby clicking on the ‘eye’ icon. Make sure thecolor image and not the layer mask is activeand save this image with a meaningful nameand in a format Blender can handle (I save asa .png image, which doesn’t support layers).GIMP will now prompt that .png doesn’tsupport layers, just left click on ‘Export’ and atthe next prompt left click on ‘Save’ to save thefile. I generally use ‘color’ as part of the name,since this is our color map.
Next, right click on the layer with the layermask and from the menu choose >> Show

Layer Mask. Right click again on this layer andfrom the menu choose >> New from Visible.Now GIMP has created a new layer that is justour grayscale layer mask. Make this the onlyvisible layer (eyeicon) and save theimage with ameaningful nameand in a formatBlender canhandle, (Again,there will be aseries of promptsto click through).This image is whatwill be used in Blender for bump and specularmaps and I generally use ‘bump’ as part of thefilename.
Speaking of Blender, it’s time to return toBlender to finish up.
Back in Blender:
The image previously created in Texture Paintcan now be replaced with the new color mapsaved from GIMP. In the Texture panel, withthe current texture active, scroll to the ‘Image’panel and load in the new color map. With the3D View set to Textured display (as previouslydescribed), the new color map is nowdisplayed on the mesh. We aren’t done yet,remember the black and white image savedfrom GIMP?.
In the Texture panel, select the empty textureslot below the color map texture and left-clickon the ‘New’ button to add a new texture slot.

Just as before, set it to be an image texture,adjust the mapping settings, and load in ourgrayscale bump map saved from GIMP. Bydefault, this new image will affect the color ofthe mesh and will look really strange on yourscreen, so we need to make a few moreadjustments…
Scroll through the texture panel to theInfluence panel. Under ‘Diffuse’, uncheck‘Color’ and your display should return to justthe color map since this texture no longeraffects the color, (by default, new texturesinfluence the color of the mesh). We need thistexture to be our bump map and also affectthe specular color. So under ‘Specular’, checkthe box by the ‘Color’ and under “Geometry’,check the ‘Normal’ checkbox. The mesh maynow look a bit distorted (or in my case, a lotdistorted), but that can be fixed via the‘Normal’ slider. The ‘Normal’ slider needs tobe adjusted to the point where the bump mapbarely affects the surface of the mesh. Sincethis is a rust texture, the surface of the meshshould only be slightly affected. I settled for avalue of -.025 to give the mesh a slightindentation where the rust is.
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In the real world, rust is never smooth. It canrange from being slightly rough, to reallyblistering and bumpy. To achieve a bumpyblistering rust, use a positive value so themesh is raised where the rust colors are.Here’s a close up rendering of the results:

Taking it a step further:
This technique of using layers and layer masksin GIMP can be expanded further. I have usedthis method with a dark texture and used thelayer mask to reveal the dark texture to adddirt to the mesh’s color map. I then duplicatedthe color and dark texture layers, mergedthem down into a single image, added a layermask to the new image and a rust texturelayer below it to add rust.
I then duplicated and merged these layers toproduce a new image. A layer mask wasadded to the new image as well as a brightsteel texture below that. I edited the layermask to reveal the bright steel texture toproduce scratches. I created bump maps ateach step by displaying the layer mask, rightclicking on the layer and choosing >> ‘Newfrom Visible’ from the menu.

This can obviously become very complex inGIMP, but careful naming of the layers inGIMP can help you keep track of what eachlayer is for.
Final Thoughts:
The aim of this article was to provide a basicworkflow for creating bump and specularmaps quickly using GIMP. This was a method Iused while working in the older Blender 2.49.With all the great work from the developersworking on the new Blender 2.5x/2.6xversions, there have been a lot of great thingsadded that I have not mentioned here. Nowthat Blender has the ability to display bumpmaps in the 3D viewport, bump maps can bepainted in Texture Paint mode and the resultscan be seen on screen (it’s almost likesculpting in fine details without using themulti-resolution modifier).
One can also use custom brushes in TexturePaint mode and there is even an Add-oncalled ‘Material Utils’ that allows one toquickly switch which texture layer is currentlybeing painted on as well as a few othergoodies for texture painting. I regret I did nottouch on these topics in this article, but now,thinking of all the texturing goodies inBlender, I’m beginning to think one couldwrite a whole book on the subject!



In this tutorial you will learnhow to use Blenders loop toolsfor a complicated set ofmodeling tasks. Using loop tollsin Blender is a bit trickey andthis step by step tutorial willget you through it.
Use default Blender cube.

Go to edit mode (Tab).

Subdivide x10 (W)

Select random vertices on the sides ofthe cube (C for circle shaped selector).

Delete all the selected faces (X).

Select the inner shape (Alt + Shift +Right Mouse button).

Loop tool and choose circle (W).

Use this technique on all the sides.

Go to top view (Num 7). Select the toppart of the circle.

Scale (S Y 0).
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Use this technique to create a square,substituting S Y 0 with S Z 0 or S X 0 whereappropriate.

Repeat on the circle on the opposite side.

Select both squares.

Loop tool. “Bridge” (W).

Go to Side view.

Add some loop cuts. X 10 (Ctrl + R then scrollthe mouse wheel).

Cut the circle holes in the bridge.

Select a circle on the cube and one on thebridge.

Loop Tool. Bridge (W).

Repeat on all the sides. Needs some tweaking,but you can get the general idea. Thanks
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This is the scene we will belooking at in this article
At the moment this scenelooks ok, (pretty reasonableactually), but it is still lacking quite abit of detail, color, and life.

Here is a list of 3 problems I want tofix to make my image better:
1. I want it to be easily recognized as a
happy, cartoon style (but still realistic)
floating island with a house built on top
of it. At the moment however, it looks
like it could be a house that has been
dug up and thrown into the air.
2. I want it to look as if someone is
currently living in it and has been for a
while. At the moment however, there
are no signs that anyone is living in it.

3. I want it to be able to catch your eye.
Of course at the moment it doesn’tquite have enough in it to make youstop and look at it.
Lets get started fixing up thisimage.
This is what the finished product willlook like. As you can see, there aren’tHEAPS of changes, but enough to fixthe problems listed above.
I’m going to take you through thesteps I used to give you the finishedproduct.

First off, why are we adding this?
Because it will show us that this is afunctioning house that has been herefor a while (which answers problem1). It tells us that: someone iscurrently living in this house, it addssome more color to the scene and fillsin a little bit of the space above the

house. It also tells us that the chimneyis being used and not just there fordecoration.
Now we know why to add this, whynot learn how?
(If you would prefer to watch thistutorial as a video rather than readingit, you can click here)
It is very quick and easy to make thissmoke because we will be using thecloud generator Add-on.
As the name suggests, this generatoris normally used for making cloudsbut it also works well for makingsmoke.

1. First, go to the User Preferences
window (File --> User Preferences) and
then to the Add-ons panel. Using the
search box, search for “Cloud” and you
should be able to find the cloud
generator. Enable this Add-on by
checking the box next to it. You can now
close the User Preferences window.
2. Next, add a cube and in the toolbar,
you should be able to see a panel called
“Cloud Generator”. Select your cube and
then press “Generate Cloud”
3. Ta-da! You’re finished! It doesn’t get
much easier than that!

They show us that this house has

by - Benjamin Scotford

http://www.cgcre8.com/?p=68


been here for a while (this adds to the ‘feel’we are going for). They also add some morecolor and variation to the scene.
Take a look at the original scene, it doesn’tlook quite right and it looks too perfectwithout it. The weeds make the house lookmore realistic and soften the edge around thebase of the house.

How? It is VERY easy to make these, just add a
plane, model it, texture it and Ta-da! Grass!
Of course I didn’t tell you EVERY little step that
goes into making this grass but Andrew Price
from Blenderguru.com has already made a
tutorial on how to do this. So make sure you
check it out.

This is a bit of a different step to the otherones and the reason I’m adding this step isbecause your scene is going to be verydifferent to my scene so adding Smoke andWeeds isn’t always going to provide thefinishing touches you are after.
It is always good to ask for feedback andsuggestions for your artwork. I usually postmy images on Facebook and ask forsuggestions there. So that’s what I did withmy image as I wasn’t quite sure what else toadd at this point.
I got some good suggestions which is where Igot the inspiration for some of the upcomingsteps

Why? The main reason I added these flowerswas to add some more variety and color tothe grass which is currently quite plain.
How? Add a cylinder and model this into a stem.
Then add a sphere to go on top. Scale this sphere
down along the Z axis and then add a plane.
Model the plane into the shape of a petal,
keeping only 4 vertices.
If the flower will be close to the camera, add a
subsurf modifier. Then duplicate these petals and
place them around the edge of the sphere.

Why? These were a suggestion I got when Iposted my image on Facebook so I thought I’dadd them in and see how they looked. Theyworked quite well and did a good job atadding some color to the scene that was notthere before.
They also show you that someone lives in thishouse and is taking care of them

How? The stems were made in the same way as
the previous flowers, but the flower part is just a
sphere scaled up along the Z axis with a little bit
of modeling. The pot was a circle extruded up
with a little modeling and then another circle
near the top for the soil.

Why? This was also a suggestion I got fromFacebook. I like the bike because it fills in thespace on the side of the house, and addsmore red to the scene which there is not very

much of at the moment (except for the roof ofcourse). Without it, there would be too muchgreen near the bottom of the house whichdoesn’t look too good.
How? I just googled “Bike” and found a royalty
free picture of a bike and added it into Blender as
a Background Image.
Then I modeled the bike using mostly cylinders,
and finally added red and black materials to
finish it off.

Yep, I don’t really want to add anything else. Icould add a few more props but I don’t wantthere to be so much in the scene that itbecomes distracting from what the image issupposed to be
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When involved in any project,there comes a point where youhave to decide whether or notyou are going to cut corners.Time might be a factor. In fact,time is often a big factor whendeciding how much you are going todo yourself.
I am talking about modeling.Modeling is often the most timeconsuming part of any project. Atleast for me it is. I always end uphaving to decide if I am going tomodel everything myself or if I amgoing to save time and downloadmodels created by others.
Blend Swap makes it very easy todownload pre-made models that youcan play with or add to your projects.
From the Blend Swap website:
Blend Swap is the place to find andshare blends with the entire world.You make awesome blends, sharethem in the biggest repository ofopen source 3D models made withthe awesome Open Source 3D suite

Blender.
They have an amazing collection ofquality 3D objects created in Blenderin a wide variety of categories for useand study. Most are even textured,making them ready for use in yourscene with no further effort on yourpart. The number of available modelsgrows daily, so check back often tosee what is new.
When you have time, doing all themodeling yourself is part of the fun.But just because you want to do ityourself, doesn't mean that youcouldn't use just a little help. That'swhere tutorials can be very helpful.
Hans Erickson has a wonderfulwebsite called CG Boomer - Blender2.5/2.6 3D-CG where he shares hisinsight into Blender. He is currentlyworking on a short film and hasdecided to model everything himself.The great part is that he is sharingeverything he is learning along theway. At this point he has 150+ videotutorials on how to model the growingnumber of props and accessories thathe needs for his short film.
So whether you create a modelyourself or download it from BlendSwap, is up to you and what you wantto accomplish

by - Sandra Gilbert

http://www.blendswap.com/
http://www.cgboomer.com/
http://www.cgboomer.com/


- Tutorials explaining Blender features, 3dconcepts,techniques or articles based on the focused theme ofthe issue.
- Reports on useful Blender events throughout theworld.
- Cartoons related to blender world.

- Send us a notification on what you want to writeand we can follow up from there.

- Images should be properly cut and represent thetext appropriately.
- Images should be provided seperately in a foldernamed (images, img or pictures).
- Images should be named/labled likewise (image1or img1 etc).
- Provide proper captions for images if and whenneeded.
- Image format prefered is PNG but good quality JPGcan also do.
- You can submit inline images in documents likeDOC or Openoffice ODT etc but make sure theimages were properly names before importing themin docs.

- Images inside a PDF are a strict no, but a pdfdocument with images if provided to show how theauthor wants the formating of doc will beappreciated.
- Make sure that screenshots are clear and readableand the renders should be at least 800px, but not
- Text should be in either ODT, DOC, TXT or HTML.

- Please include the following in your email:
- Name: This can be your full name or blenderartistavtar.
- Photograph: As PNG and maximum width of 256Px.(Only if submitting the article for the first time )
- About yourself: Max 25 words .
- Website: (optional)
Note: All the approved submissions can be placed inthe final issue or subsequent issue if deemed fit. Allsubmissions will be cropped/modified if necessary.For more details see the blenderart website.
BA takes no responsibility fo the material in any formand the submission will automatically mean thatyou have agreed to the blenderart terms andconditions for submission for more informationplease do read the disclaimer.

Here is how Disclaimer
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